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Abstract—Detecting and correcting network and service avail-
ability issues is an essential part of the network administrator’s
daily duty. One of the causes of errors can be the user herself
providing incorrect input. The present work describes a new diag-
nostic method that detects incorrectly inserted inputs observed in
network-related data, e.g., network traffic, log files. The proposed
method aims to detect incorrect words in domains, login names,
or email addresses. First, we describe how to detect possible
incorrect words. For each such detected word, a list of correct
candidates is created based on edit distance. Next, the correction
method selects the best word by scoring candidates based on
the probability of occurrence in the given context. The proposed
method was implemented as a prototype and tested on words
created using real user activities. The evaluation demonstrates
that this approach can substantially reduce the time needed to
identify this kind of errors.

Index Terms—computer network errors, network diagnostics,
typographic error correction, end-user data diagnostics

I. INTRODUCTION

Errors in computer networks can be caused by a lot of
different types of faults. System or device failure can prevent
networks from working, some services may become unavail-
able, and user experience could be negatively affected. Due to
the great variety of errors, there is no single procedure or path
to detect the cause of all network-related errors.

Some of the errors can be caused by incorrect user input.
For example, users can often type a wrong URL into a web
browser, wrong credentials into a mail transfer agent, or an
incorrect phone ID for a VoIP call. When a user incorrectly
specifies some of this data, the requested service will be
unavailable or not work as expected. Because some of the
information entered by a user is necessary to initiate a network
connection or is transmitted in network messages, it is possible
to detect wrong information by analyzing of suitable data
sources, e.g., network packets, NetFlow records, or log files.

We propose a new diagnostic method that applies typo-
graphical error detection techniques and correction commonly
used in spell-checkers. The proposed method can inform the
network administrator about the incorrectly inserted values
from end-users by detecting typographical errors in user data.
At the same time, it provides a suggestion for a possible
correction. This can be useful for the administrator as he
can automatically find out whether the error is created by a
typographical error or if there is another reason.

The paper contribution is as follows. We developed a
method for detecting errors in user data. The method is
similar to that used by spell-checker systems. For each possi-
ble incorrect word, the algorithm creates a list of possible
correct word candidates selected using the number of edit
operations as a distance between the words. Among these
candidates, the correct word is selected using the ranking
method. The problem with current solutions is that they do
not work well without context (individual words) and with
words that are not based on grammar rules (e.g., email address
xholko00@fit.vutbr.cz).

The method’s direct application is to validate typographical
errors in domain names and usernames, which enables us
to apply it to a wide range of applications and services.
Regarding domain names, except for the purely diagnostic use
case, the method can be employed for detecting various types
of malicious activities, such as an IDN homograph attack,
typosquatting, and other forms of domain phishing attacks.

This paper presents the principles and design of a new
diagnostic tool that focuses on detecting typing errors. The
method relies only on passive data sources (captured traffic,
NetFlow records, log files). Similarly, as in [8], our method
will be able to work in a learning mode for which it will
require error-free data. The proposed method is considered as
a complementary tool for the existing systems.

The paper is organized as follows: The next section de-
scribes related work mentioning the key results in computer
network diagnostics. Sec. III provides background information
about research done on spell checking. Sec. IV defines the
principles behind the developed tool. Sec. V presents the
architecture of the tool. In Sec. VI, the approach and results
of the evaluation are provided. Finally, Sec. VII concludes the
paper by discussing the contribution and identifying further
improvements.

II. RELATED WORK

Because computer networks are complex systems, errors are
unavoidable and sooner or later occur [1]. Errors can affect
network performance or user experience, which can cause
other network problems [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to find
and correct errors correctly. This is addressed in diagnostics,
which is an important part of network management [1].
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Fault diagnosis is a time-consuming activity that requires in-
depth knowledge of network operation. Administrators often
do not have the appropriate tools or knowledge to diagnose
network problems, and they would like to have sophisticated
automated tools to help them diagnose those errors [3]. In case
of insufficient automatic tools, problems must be diagnosed
manually, for example, using the Wireshark tool [4], [5].

Network problems can be divided into application and
network problems [6]. An example of application problems is
a broken server service or a badly configured client software.
Problems related to network infrastructure fall under network
problems. An error can be caused by a human - unintentional
(misconfiguration) / intentional (attack), or a device failure [7].

Currently, a single tool that can diagnose all kinds of errors
does not exist. Researchers have so far developed a wide
range of diagnostic tools [8]. The tools can be divided either
according to what data they work with - network packets, SDN
data, NetFlow records, log files [9]–[12], or how they access
the data - passive, active, and hybrid [6], [13], [14].

III. BACKGROUND

Researchers are working on correcting typographical errors
since the 1960s [15]. Correcting this type of error is based on
the fact that people make mistakes when typing input data.
Because users are often unaware of the error, a wrong value
can cause a problem. One of the best-known examples of
typographic error correction in misspelled words is in text
editors such as Microsoft Office Word [16]. There are also
other uses, such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [17]
or typographical error password tolerance [18], [19].

Kukich [15] has divided the problem of typing errors
correction into three categories:

1) nonword error detection (wrong word detection only),
2) isolated-word error correction (finding the wrong word

and proposing a correction),
3) context-dependent correction (finding the wrong word

and offering a correction based on the text’s context).

Word correction extends error detection by offering correc-
tion for the word with a typographical error. It tries to guess
what word the user could have thought of, solves candidates’
selection, and possibly chooses the best candidate. In addi-
tion to common language words, searching for typographical
errors also makes sense in other data types such as numeric
values [21] or domain names [22].

Correcting typographical errors consists of three parts: 1)
finding an error; 2) creating a list of candidates; 3) rating of
individual candidates [15].

A. Finding an error

To detect a wrong word, it is necessary to model the words
of the language. The model needs to detect several sources of
error, such as pronunciation similarity, typographic similarity,
or user’s bad habits [23]. The most commonly used models
are based on vocabularies or n-grams [15].

1) N-grams: N-grams are n character long substrings of
words. The most commonly used are bigrams (n=2) and
trigrams (n=3). Finding errors based on n-grams works by
generating all n-grams from the analyzed word and comparing
them with a previously created model. If the n-gram is not
present in the model or only with a small occurrence, it is
expected that this is an error. An example is a ”zfq” trigram,
which is not common in English. To create an n-gram model,
a huge text containing only words without errors is needed.

2) Dictionaries: In this case, the model is the dictionary
itself, created by storing all the unique words from the error-
free text. If a word cannot be found inside a dictionary during
the check phase, it is considered a typing error [24], [25].

A search response time may be a problem when using the
dictionary as a model [18]. A common technique to speed up
dictionary searches is to split one large dictionary into several
smaller ones. One way to divide is by word length [31]. For
example, when searching for a word of 5 characters in length,
it will only search within words of the same length.

The basic and often used technique to access a dictionary is
by using a hash table. A dictionary can also be implemented
by tree structures such as a ternary search tree [32], trie, binary
search trees sorted by frequency, trees with words or characters
in nodes, bloom filters [33], or finite state machines [34].

3) Types of errors: The two basic types of errors that
automatic word correction focuses on are [32], [35]:

• nonword error - if an error occurs, a non-existent word
is created (e.g., hello - henlo);

• real-word error - an error will result in an existing word
(e.g., pay - day).

Errors that result in an existing word are more challenging
to detect because it is necessary to know the text’s context.
Mitton analyzed the errors from tests filled out by students at
the age of 15 and found that the real-world error accounted for
40% of the errors [36]. The types of errors vary depending on
the environment in which they occurred; for example, if it is
a writer, most of the errors will be due to pressing the wrong
key. On the other hand, OCR errors will be based on similar-
looking characters such as B and 8. Word-bounded errors are
a specific kind of error where the space between words is
missing, or space is shifted [32].

There are three kinds of mistakes that result in a typograph-
ical error [15]:

• typographical errors are those where the user types the
word ”henlo” instead of ”hello”, where it is assumed
that the author knows how the word is spelled and only
pressed a bad character on the keyboard;

• cognitive errors arise from insufficient knowledge of the
user - the user did not know the correct form of the word;

• phonetic errors occur when replacing a character with
another similar-sounding one.

B. Creating a list of candidates

When a misspelled word is detected, it is determined from
which possible words the misspelled word could have been
formed. For this reason, functions that determine the distance
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between two words are being used. The earliest and one of the
best-known ways to determine the distance of two strings is
the Levenshtein distance [37]. The principle is that we specify
the minimum number of operations required to transform
one string into another. Allowed operations are insertion,
deletion, and substitution. Wagner and Fisher [38] also called
the distance the editing distance. There are other types of
editing distances, such as Hamming [39], [40], Dameraou-
Levenstein [41], or Spring-Winkler [42].

The test with data from Birkbeck Spelling Error Corpus [43]
showed that out of 1000 errors in the English language, 742 are
one-character, 201 two-character, 44 three-character, 9 four-
character, 4 five-character [24]. In the case of TshwaneDJe
Sesotho sa Leboa corpus [44], from the 908 errors in domain
names were 804 one-character, 78 two-character, and 26 three-
character. Further analysis of large texts’ errors confirmed that
80-95% of errors are single-character errors [27]. The results
show that it is most important to check words with a short
editing distance when searching for errors.

C. Rating of individual candidates

After generating all words from which it is possible to create
a searched word with a typographical error within a certain
editing distance, it is necessary to rate them. The purpose of
the rating is to find the most likely word from which the error
originated. Research is focused not only on the accuracy of
results but also on the speed of the ranking process [45], [46].

If the user interactively selects one of several options, it is
possible to adapt to a specific user and his type of errors [47].
Another learning option introduces a learning mode during
which all the found words are saved as correct [25]. In addition
to classic methods, it is also possible to use machine learning
and artificial intelligence [48], [49].

Even though it is impossible to use the language’s grammar
to find the best candidates for correction [31], [50], it is
still possible to use the probabilities of specific errors to
prefer some words before others. The most basic heuristic
is to adjust the weights of the editing distance according to
the type of operation. For example, several sources suggest
that each operation has a different probability from others.
Specifically, their probability is in the following order (from
most to least probable): substitution, deletion, insertion, and
transposition [36], [44], [51]–[53].

IV. METHODOLOGY

This work aims to create a new method for searching
for typographical errors and proposing their correction in
data that contain settings and parameters of various network
applications. It does not make sense to analyze all data that
are coming from the user. For example, hashed passwords,
timestamps, or any random values. In contrast to detecting
typographical errors in plain text, the method must work with
words for which it is impossible to apply grammar from plain
text, such as domain names or IP addresses. Simultaneously,
all words will be processed individually, so it will not be pos-
sible to use the context in which the words are located. Since

the typing error is not created by a machine but by a human, it
is necessary to focus on the user’s data. We have recognized
the following categories of data: IP address, transport port,
domain name, username, generic number, generic string.

The term word in this work means a character string
belonging to one of the described categories. It will also be
possible to create combined categories from these categories.
An example of a combined category is an email address
consisting of a login name, a ”@” delimiter, and a domain
name. With combined categories, the values are broken down
into basic categories and stored in the appropriate dictionaries.
This approach allows knowledge sharing, so if someone on the
network visits the ”company.local” domain name, the system
can find a typographical error in the ”user@copmany.local”
email, even if the email has never been seen before.

A. Detecting an error
Our proposed method works on the principle of dictionaries.

What is in the dictionaries is valid and correct; what is not is
considered a typing error. N-gram analysis could also be used
for this purpose, but for words that are not part of the natural
language (domain name, IP address), the N-grams would not
work correctly. Many correct words would be marked as incor-
rect, and at the same time, many incorrectly marked as correct.
Dictionaries are also used to filter out possible corrections
for detected incorrect words, and a suitable replacement is
eventually selected using heuristic methods.

Words are not all stored together but are stored by word
category in several smaller dictionaries. This means that only
a dictionary containing email addresses is used to determine
if an email is a correct word or a typing error. Each dictionary
further consists of two parts - predefined and learned.

The predefined part of a dictionary contains words that are
expected in a given context. In the case of words of a common
language, this is a list of all grammatically correct words. This
can be a list of the most visited domain names or transport
ports of well-known services for other data types. These
dictionaries are expected to be customized by the administrator
based on the data that are present inside the network. For
example, the administrator can enter all company’s usernames.

The dictionaries’ learned parts are not created manually by
administrators, but their content is created by learning from
the input data. One way to teach a tool the correct data is to
use only data for learning that is not reported as problematic.
The downside is that end-users do not report all problems
because they can fix some typographical errors themselves.
The second way of learning is that the administrator manually
verifies which data is correct and which is not. However,
this is unrealistic due to the huge amount of network data
in real networks. The last option is to use an external tool
that evaluates each communication, whether it has finished
successfully or with an error [55]. In this case, the tool would
automatically learn only from correct communications.

B. Generating candidates
For all words detected as words with an error, finding

suitable candidates for correction in the dictionaries is neces-
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sary. Candidates are all possible words from which the typing
error could be created with a certain editing distance. We are
working only with words that have an edit distance of less than
or equal to 2. Simultaneously, to consider a word a correct
candidate, the word needs to be in the appropriate dictionary.

The creation of candidates is based on applying reverse
operations to basic operations (insert, delete, replace, and
swapping of two adjacent characters). For example, if we want
to determine if the word ”ello” was formed by omitting the
first letter, the method tries a reverse operation (in this case,
the opposite of omitting is the insertion of a character). After
trying all characters, the method detects that inserting the letter
”h” before the word ”ello” creates the valid word ”hello”. To
try all the possibilities, it is necessary to try all operations on
all word positions and to use all combinations of characters.
Candidates with edit distance 1 are created by one operation
and candidates with distance 2 by two operations.

Our method uses two different ways of creating candidates.
The first method applies all operations to the detected word
with an error and tries to obtain words present in the dictionar-
ies [3]. The second method works oppositely and takes correct
words from dictionaries, and calculates the number of oper-
ations required to create a correct word from the misspelled
word. The second method is more complex, but with fewer
words in the dictionaries, this method is significantly faster.
The amount of words for which the second method is faster
than the first one is described in the evaluation section.

C. Choosing the best candidate

After creating candidates for word correction, it is necessary
to determine the best replacement from them. The easiest way
would be to select the candidate with the shortest editing
distance. The problem is that several candidates may have the
same minimum distance. Based on this information alone, we
cannot select the most suitable candidate.

We propose a scoring algorithm that tries to assign higher
scores to the candidates with higher probability. At first, the
algorithm assigns a basic score for each candidate. In the next
step, the algorithm takes the operations that are needed to
change the word with an error to the correct word (e.g., insert
letter ”h” at the beginning of the word and replace the third
letter ”i” with the letter ”l”). For each of the operations, a
penalty is deducted from the score. The main idea is that each
operation has a different penalty based on probability.

We have analyzed several research papers and identified
which errors are more probable than others. The list of these
errors is in Table I. If the operation contains any of these
errors, its penalty is reduced. Each operation may be attributed
to several probable errors, and the penalty is reduced for each
of them. For example, an error in the username ”matousek”,
where the user mistakenly writes ”mat0usek” is represented as
an operation to replace the fourth character ”o” with ”0”. This
operation contains up to three errors with a higher probability:
1) error is not in the first character; 2) characters ”o” and ”0”
are in a fat finger distance; 3) characters ”o” and ”0” are

visually very similar. All errors have the same weight, and the
same amount reduces the penalty for each of them.

TABLE I
LIST OF ERRORS WITH A HIGHER PROBABILITY

Error type Example
Duplication [21] 44 > 444

Shift [21] 441 > 411
Pluralism [15] money > moneys

Doubling or skipping a voice [36] scissors > sissors
Fat-finger [56], [57] help > hewlp

Transcription error [19] 1 > l
Phonetic error [32] blake > brake

Keyboard layout [19], [32] zoomba > yoomba
Capitalization [19] home > HOME

Error not in first character [31] config > comfig

V. TOOL ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the architecture of the designed tool,
which implements the proposed diagnostic method. The tool
is intended to help network administrators with finding and
fixing a problem on the network. A typical use case for this
is when a service does not work for an end-user. The end-
user reports the problem to the administrator, who uses data
analysis to determine that the service is not working for the
user because he entered some data incorrectly due to a typing
error. Finally, incorrect words with possible corrections will
be displayed to the administrator. Before using the tool, the
administrator needs to know what data to analyze and in which
location this data can be found.

The proposed tool consists of several independent blocks,
shown with their interconnection in Fig. 1. In the left part
of the figure, there is the input data, which, after processing,
continues to other blocks according to the selected mode. The
result of the first (learning) mode is a set of learned words, and
the result of the second (diagnostic) mode is a list of detected
words with a typographical error (or errors) and the proposed
corrections.

PCAP

NetFlow

log file

dictionaries
learning new

words

convertor
typo error

detection

generating

candidates

candidates

ranking
result

typo words diagnostics

Fig. 1. An architecture of the proposed tool which consists of multiple blocks.

A. Convertor

The first part of the tool is used to convert data from
different sources that use a different format into a common
format. The common format will allow the rest of the tool
to work with data no matter its source. For this purpose, a
converter is used. In addition to data converting, it filters the
input data because it does not make sense to analyze all the
data from the sources (e.g., timestamps or password hashes).
The format is based on JSON, consisting of keys (categories)
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and lists of values belonging to those categories. The rest of
this subsection describes currently supported sources.

1) Network packets: The analysis will look at user data en-
tered into the application and transported in network packets.
An example is the configuration of an email client, where the
user enters the login name. Packets can be saved in the PCAP
format for later analysis. We are using TShark to convert
packets saved in PCAP format into JSON format, which is
better for data analysis. We have chosen TShark because we
do not need to implement our custom protocol parsers.

2) NetFlow records: Another way to analyze network data
is to use NetFlow technology, which aggregates packets ac-
cording to common properties and reduces the amount of
analyzed data. The tool is working with NetFlow records that
are saved in the CSV format. This CSV format consists of
columns representing NetFlow attributes and rows that contain
individual records. It is important to note that current state-
of-the-art implementations of NetFlow monitoring are not
sampling the analyzed data even for high-speed networks and
are exporting application fields, e.g., the domain name from
DNS or email address from SMTP.

3) Log files: The advantage of processing log files over
network data is that packet analysis cannot process any data
in the case of using an encrypted connection. However, the
data is written to the log files in a readable form. Processing
log files allows the analysis to look for errors regardless of
the network topology or protocols used. Although log files
are in text form by default, their format is not uniform. Each
application creates logs differently, and therefore it is up to the
administrator to specify exactly how the information should be
searched for and extracted from the data. For this purpose, we
used regular expressions to specify which part of the record
will be analyzed.

B. Learning mode

After the converter processes the data, it is possible to
start one of the two modes. The first mode is responsible for
learning new words and saving them into dictionaries. Words
are stored in the appropriate dictionary according to their
category and length. For example, when saving the domain
name ”milk.com”, the word’s length is determined (it is 8)
and saved to the dictionary containing only domain names of
the same length. The goal of dividing the dictionaries by word
length is to make it easier to find words with similar lengths.

C. Diagnostic mode

After the tool has learned the correct words, it is possible to
proceed to the diagnostics mode. The second possibility is that
the learning mode was not used at all, and the administrator
manually predefined all the correct words. This consists of
three parts - typing error detection, generating candidates, and
candidate ranking. Each of these parts is using dictionaries
that contain both predefined and learned words.

1) Typing error detection: The first step in diagnostics is
to find out which words are correct and which words have
a typographical error. To do this, it is necessary to load

dictionaries of correct words. When the program is loading
dictionaries, the individual words are loaded into Python sets.
The search for whether a word is in the dictionary is performed
as a search for an element in a set. The benefit of implementing
a search over a set is that it is possible to search for multiple
elements in a very short amount of time. In our test, we
searched for 1000 elements in less than 1 ms, while the data
structure with 100.000 words took up less than 16 MB of
operational memory.

2) Generating candidates: The second step in diagnosis
mode is to obtain potential candidates to correct the de-
tected typographical error. The proposed method is using
two algorithms for generating candidates. The first one is
applying operations to the word with a typographical error
to create a correct word. The second algorithm takes words
from dictionaries and calculates the number of operations (edit
distance) to create a word with error. The reason why we are
using the second algorithm is the expectation that it is faster
than the first one at the moment when there are not many
words in the dictionaries. Therefore, we performed a test in
which we try to find out the limit when the second algorithm
is faster and, conversely, when the second algorithm starts to
be slower than the first algorithm.

The result of the test is shown in Fig. 2. The first algorithm’s
time depends only on the word’s length and is shown by a line
with circle points. The other lines show the second algorithm’s
time according to the number of words with the same length.
It can be seen that the time complexity of the first algorithm
is approximately the same as the complexity of the second
algorithm when there are 25000 words with a similar length
as the analyzed word in the dictionary.

Based on the test, we chose a 25000 word limit to determine
which algorithm to use. Because the method searches for
candidates up to edit distance 2, it is possible to count only
words that are not shorter or longer by two characters than the
detected word with an error. When processing a word with a
typographical error of length N, the tool determines whether
the number of words in the dictionary of length N-2 to N+2
is less than or greater than 25000.

 0
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the generation time of candidates of the first and
second algorithm.
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3) Candidate ranking: The algorithm for candidate ranking
works in two stages: assigning a base score and adjusting it
based on the error type. The first stage is simple. If a word
was found in the learned part of the dictionary, a score of 25
is used. Otherwise, a score of 20 is used for words from the
predefined part. Afterward, it is checked whether the word is
of the type domain name, string, or username and whether the
candidate has the same phonetic sound as the typographical
error (according to the Metaphone algorithm). If the phonetic
sound is the same, the value 3 is added to the score.

In the second stage, the method takes the operations needed
to change the word with an error to the correct word and
calculates the penalty that will be reduced from the score.
The penalty has a default value of 10. A list of conditions
defining more probable errors is checked, and for each fulfilled
condition, the penalty is reduced by 1. The system checks the
following conditions that define more probable errors:

• inserted character is the same as the adjacent character;
• inserted character is in the fat finger distance as the

adjacent character;
• changed character is in the fat finger distance as the

original character;
• changed character is on the same position in different

keyboard layouts (qwerty-qwertz);
• mistake is not on the first character;
• error is around the separator (dot, hyphen or underscore);
• inserted character is same as the both adjacent characters;
• inserted character is in prefix or suffix of the word;
• replaced character is visually similar to the original

character;
• removed character is same as the adjacent character;
• both the original and replaced character are different, but

both are the same as one of the adjacent character.
Before substituting the penalty from the score, the penalty

is multiplied by the coefficient based on the operation type:
insert = 0.6, replace = 0.3, delete = 0.5, transpose = 0.7).

There is one exception for which the previous calculation is
not used. When a word with typographical error is capitalized
(caps-lock was enabled on the user’s keyboard). This operation
is not a basic operation used in the edit-distance calculation,
and therefore calculating scores based on these operations
does not make sense. In this case, the algorithm assigns the
maximum score of 25 to all capitalized words. This approach
will make these words always the best candidates.

D. Example

The outputs from the individual tool parts can be seen in
Fig. 3, which also shows the whole method’s main idea. First,
words from the converter belonging to the category domain
name are displayed, which are searched for in dictionaries.
The domain name ”amzon.com” is not in the dictionaries
and is considered a typographical error. All possible words
with a maximum editing distance of 2 that can be created
from the domain name are generated. All these words are
searched for in dictionaries, and only six are considered as
correction candidates. Candidates are ranked, and the one with

the best score (amazon.com) is selected as a replacement for
the original misspelled word.

{

"domain": [

"facebook.com",

"amzon.com", 

"google.com"]

}

amzon.com

amzn.com

aaszon.com

amzmin.com

amazon.com

anion.com

azom.com

amazon.com - 23.5

anion.com - 22.9

amzn.com - 22.6

amzmln.com - 21.1

azom.com - 20.2

aaszon - 18.3

amzon.com

�

amazon.com

data from

convertor

detected

typo
candidates

ranked

candidates
result

Fig. 3. Output’s example of individual parts of the architecture.

VI. EVALUATION

This section shows that the presented diagnostic method can
detect typing errors caused by end-users. The first test shows
that the created heuristic for evaluating candidates sorts the
individual errors as expected. The second test tests the success
rate of correcting typographical errors on the created dataset.
In the third test, the speed of the whole tool is measured. The
last test tried to correct typographical errors in IP addresses
and port numbers.

A. Ranking of candidates

The first test aims to verify the correctness of the created
heuristic for scoring correction candidates. We have manually
applied several errors to the word ”google.com”, and a score
heuristic algorithm was run over the words with errors. The
aim is not to verify the exact values of the calculated score
but to determine whether the order of the candidates according
to the calculated score adequately reflects the probability of
the type of typographical error that occurred. The higher the
score, the higher the probability of the candidate should be.
For example, one inserted character from a fat finger distance
should have a better rating (higher score) than deleting two
characters.

The first test result is shown in Table II, containing incorrect
words, a description of operations, and a calculated score. The
calculated score sorts the items in the table. There is no exact
way to determine whether the created order is correct or not.
However, according to intuition, it can be stated that more
probable errors compared to the words with the lowest rating
are placed in the first rows.

B. Candidates proposing accuracy

The second test aims to verify that the created heuristic
selects the correct candidates as a replacement for the detected
errors. We have created a script that applied typing errors from
regular English text to the list of domain names for this test.
As a list of domain names, we have used the most visited
797641 domain names from Alexa 1. A dataset with 2455
typographical errors from 1922 words from English Wikipedia
from Roger Mitton was used to simulate real errors. Each
typing error in this dataset also contains the correct form of
the word.

1http://s3.amazonaws.com/alexa-static/top-1m.csv.zip
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TABLE II
SCORING VARIOUS CANDIDATES FOR THE GOOGLE.COM DOMAIN NAME

Score Wrong word Operation
25.0 GOOGLE.COM Capitalization
23.9 g0ogle.com Substitution for a similar symbol
23.6 ggogle.com Substitution with a duplicated symbol
23.6 giogle.com Substitution in a fat finger distance
23.3 gwogle.com Substitution
22.0 gogle.com Deletion of the repeated symbol
21.8 gooogle.com Insertion of a repeated symbol
21.5 goole.com Deletion
21.2 giigle.com Substitution in a fat finger distance
21.2 google.comp Insertion at the end of the word
20.6 gooqgle.com Insertion
19.7 ogogle.com Transposition
18.5 gopople.com Insertion in a fat finger distance
17.0 ggle.com Deletion
15.2 goqoqgle.com Insertion

The script for generating domain names with typing errors
consists of four steps:

1) The list containing pairs with correct and error words
has been created. E.g., the correct word ”guard” was
paired with the misspelled word ”gaurd”. Only words
with a maximum editing distance of 2 have been used.

2) Domain names were analyzed to determine whether they
contain any correct words from the created list. E.g.,
the domain name theguardian.com contains the word
”guard”. The list of pairs was always searched in random
order to prevent repeating the same type of errors.

3) If the domain name contained any valid word, this word
was replaced with a misspelled word. E.g., the domain
name theguardian.com was changed to thegaurdian.com.

4) After 1000 different domain names have been created
with typing errors. The process has stopped.

Out of 1000 created domain names, nine domain names
were such that the new word was also a valid domain name
even after applying the typing error. It means that the new do-
main name was in the same list of domain names from Alexa,
and therefore it is not possible to mark those domain names
as incorrect. Of the remaining 991 words, 967 cases were
correctly corrected. Four misspelled words have had more than
one candidate with the best score, and one of those candidates
was the correct word. The remaining 20 domain names were
incorrectly repaired. For example, the ”udemy.com” domain
name had a typographical error ”udemi.com”, which was
corrected to ”udemu.com” because replacing the letter ”i”
with the letter ”u” is more likely because it is located near
to it (based on the QWERTY keyboard layout). The results
are shown in Table IV, and several correctly repaired domain
names with different types of errors are shown in Table III.

Another test to verify the best candidates’ accuracy was
made on a list of 371 usernames of employees and Ph.D.
students within our faculty. All usernames are based on real
names. This list was used as a dictionary to check whether
the checked username is correct or not. We have randomly
selected 100 usernames and applied the typing errors in the

TABLE III
SELECTED DOMAINS WITH ERRORS THAT WERE CORRECTLY FIXED

Wrong word Heuristic rules Correct word
voice-real.com transposition; similar phonetic voice-reel.com

panbda.tv insert; fat finger distance panda.tv
chasr.com substitution; fat finger distance chase.com

ilvoepdf.com transposition ilovepdf.com
weatherr.com insert; letter duplication weather.com

gole.co.kr 2x delete; removed repeating symbol google.co.kr

same way as in the test with domain names. From these
100 usernames with errors, 100 were correctly detected as
incorrect and 99 were correctly corrected. The results are also
shown in Table IV. The one incorrectly repaired username was
”ikuceran” which was created from the username ”ikucera”,
however our tool repaired it as ”ikuceraj”.

TABLE IV
RESULT OF TESTING THE CORRECTNESS OF PROPOSED CORRECTIONS FOR

DETECTED TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS IN DOMAIN NAMES AND
USERNAMES

Data type domains usernames
Word count 1000 100

Detected as error 991 100
Detected as correct word 9 0

Correct best candidate 967 99
Multiple best candidates 4 0

Wrongly repaired 20 1
Success rate 97.5% (967 of 991) 99% (99 of 100)

We have detected up to 97.5% of errors in domain names
and 99% of username errors in misspelled words generated
from sources that contained real user typographical errors.
However, it is unnecessary to achieve 100% accuracy to use
the tool because even with a lower success rate, the tool
can make it easier to diagnose errors. We do not consider
typographical errors words that are also correct as errors. For
example, if a user types ”google.cz” instead of ”google.ca”, it
is impossible to detect an error because both are valid domain
names. Therefore we did not count them when calculating the
success rate.

C. Usage on other data types

The third test aimed to verify functionality on the domain
name of IP addresses and port numbers. It turned out that
the proposed method of error detection does not apply to real
networks very well. There were two main reasons. The first
problem was to obtain relevant data to which the tool could
be applied. Most networks use DNS protocol and default port
numbers, so the end-users rarely use IP addresses and ports.

The second problem was that even though some data has
been collected, there is only a small difference between
the individual values. Usual domain names, login names,
and emails are very different and easily distinguishable. For
example, login names may look like ”vecerav”, ”polcak”,
or ”iletavay”. On the other hand, IP addresses inside a
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single network are usually assigned from the same subnet,
e.g., ”147.229.176.14”, ”147.229.176.19,” or ”147.229.176.8”.
With these values, there is a high probability that the value
with an error will also be a valid value. Even if the error will
be detected, it is almost impossible to say the correct value
without additional knowledge.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work aimed to create a method for detecting typing
errors in computer network applications appearing in various
data sources. The tool is intended to complement existing
systems for network monitoring and troubleshooting. The
tool focuses on data entered directly by end-users and then
transmitted over a network or stored somewhere in application
servers. An example is the configuration of the email client,
which is provided manually by the user. For example, when an
end-user incorrectly configures such an application and does
not know why the application is not working, the end-user
contacts an administrator. The administrator will use this tool
which will automatically check whether the application is not
working because of the typing error.

The presented method can be considered a spell-checker
for network-related data. The created tool focuses only on
detecting nonword errors, so if another correct word is created
because of a typing error, it is not identified as an error.
The tool checks for each word, whether it is present inside
a dictionary, and if not, it is considered a typographical error.

At the beginning of the work, we have identified data types
in which it makes sense to search for typographical errors. The
most interesting data sources are network packets, NetFlow
records, and log files regarding availability and amount of
data containing possible user’ errors. Each type of data has its
advantages and disadvantages, and therefore it is impossible
to say that only one specific type of data should be used.

Many kinds of typographical errors can be made when
typing on the keyboard. The basic mechanism behind the
emergence of such errors was identified by Damerau, who
defined it in terms of insertion, transposition, replacement, and
deletion of a character. Based on these operations, it is possible
to measure the editing distance between two words and find
similar words to be used as a correction. When there are
multiple candidates for correction, it is necessary to determine
the best selection. To solve this selection problem, we have
developed an algorithm that considers the probabilities of
individual operations’ occurrence and looks for the most
common types of typographical errors in candidates. Based
on the highest evaluation, the best candidate for replacement
is selected. In the case of equally rated candidates, there are
multiple corrections offered.

The created tool works in two modes. Firstly, the learning
mode is applied to create dictionaries of correct words based
on the provided input data considered to be correct. Secondly,
the diagnostic mode uses a learned model to detect and correct
typing errors. The program can also run without the learning
phase, in which case it requires a manually created model.

The tool’s functionality was tested on errors in domain
names and login names created by applying real-user mistakes
from the English Wikipedia. Knowing the correct form of each
error made it possible to determine whether the tool suggests
correct correction candidates. Although the tool’s success rate
was less than 100% (97.5% and 99%), the tool can still speed
up diagnostics by not requiring the administrator to manually
analyze the data entered by the end-user.

Although the method can be applied to any data entered
by a user, it is not appropriate to look for typographical
errors in identifiers from layers other than from the application
layer. The reason is that only the application identifiers are
optimized for typing by users. There are significant differences
between each value, and it is thus possible to easily estimate
the intended word in the case of a typing error.

Finally, we have identified the following future works:
• The tool does not allow feedback processing of the

previous errors. By marking each correction as right or
wrong, the diagnostic method would prioritize previously
successful candidates.

• Every word that has been seen during the learning mode
is considered correct. However, when learning from data
with possible errors, words that were seen only once may
indicate a potential typo. It would make sense to penalize
less frequent words in dictionaries. However, it would be
necessary to deal with words that occur less frequently
and be erroneously marked as typos, even if they are
already in the dictionary.
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